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Abstract-The theory developed in a preeeeding paper [l] is applied for the solution of the Cauehy 
problem for the se-called Wronskian partial differential equations. These are equations having the 
property that a Wronskian determinant, formed by the I- and t-derivatives, is equal to zero on the 
solution manifold of the equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [l] (see also [2]), we introduced weakly recursive vector fields or flows: a vector field G(u,t), 
where u denotes the variable on a manifold formed by a space of functions in x, is called 
weakly recursive if, for st = G(s,t), th ere are smooth coefficients o,,(t) such that (2)““s = 
Cr=‘=, o,(t)(g)“s. The smallest integer iV fulfilling that relation is the order of recursiveness. 
When the coefficients are constant, then the field is said to be recursive, and it is said to be 
nilpotent if all (Y,, are zero. Recursive and nilpotent flow5 can be explicitly solved. 
The applications considered in this paper are related to [3]. Let us first give an example which 
shows that the structural properties of recursive and weakly recursive flows give access to explicit 
solutions for a wide class of initial value problems. 
EXAMPLE 1. For arbitrary boundary conditions ~(2, xc) = c%(t), integration of s sto - stsz = 
SF(Z) gives the weakly recursive flow st = sD,-,‘s-~F(x) + sg(t), where g(t) = st(t, xc)/s(t, x0). 
The recursiveness follows from the fact that s tlt can be expressed in linear terms of lower deriva- 
tives: sttt = (g(t)’ + 2gt)st + gtts. Consider this last equation as an ordinary differential equa- 
tion. Observe that it must have 4 as one solution. Differentiating with respect to x, one sees 
that rr = s,(t,zs) must be another solution. This second solution is easily computed from 
the boundary data on the line x = xc, because there we find from sstt - sts, = SF(X) that 
4ar - 41 = J’(zo)+. N ow, knowing two independent solutions of our linear differential equation, 
we are able to compute a third one by the method of variation of constants. Thus, all solutions 
of s St= - stsz = SF(X) are found, and this suffices to solve the full initial value problem, provided 
sufficient Cauchy data at t = 0 are supplied. 
We generalize this method. We denote by stsn,+,, the result of taking n t-derivatives and m 
z-derivatives. We consider a partial differential equation F(s, . . . , ~~s~,~s~,. . . , QM+SM) = 0, 
where M is a finite positive integer, and F locally is a C”-function in all its entries. This 
equation may be nonlinear. Such an equation is said to be of Wronskian type if, for some positive 
integer N, we have 
. . . 
St,r ... 
= 0 
. . . 
St,rS(N+l) ’ * ’ %S(N+l),d(N+l) 
(1) 
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on its solutions. The smallest N for which that is true is called the order. For those PDE’s 
which do not have any solution, for example the equation given by Lewy [4] (see also [5, p. Sl]), 
we remark that this definition may still have a precise meaning in terms of ideals: we take the 
algebra d(z, t, s) generated by all Coo-functions of s, z, and t and arbitrary derivatives of s, and 
closed under differentiation with respect to x and t. An ideal 3 in that algebra, again required to 
be closed under application of derivatives, is said to be a diferential ideal. To make the definition 
precise, we require that differential ideal generated by F contains the differential ideal generated 
by the determinant. 
EXAMPLE 2. The following are Wronskian PDE’s: 
St ( > - =s -2 , 6 z 
SF(X) = s str - stsZ, (3) 
Stt = -s f -l ((St), + 22) , 
St ( > - =s s 1: -2dw, 
0 f = (N - 1) (g)(N-2) (:), . 
Equation (2) is of order 1, and (3) to (5) are of order 2, whereas (6) is of order N. 
The connection between Wronskian PDE’s and weakly recursive flows is seen from the fact that 
the latter are of the form st = sf(hiD-‘AZ). Indeed this form is necessary, however not sufficient, 
for recursiveness, as can be seen from the representation by characteristic operators (see [2] for 
details). Observe that this equation may be easily rewritten as o(h;‘f-i(st/s)) = h2, a form 
which will be called the associated PDE. Now, if the above flow is weakly recursive, then the 
theory on recursive flows implies (1). So, weakly recursive flows give rise to Wronskian PDE’s, 
and those in (2)-(6) are the associated PDE’s of some of the weakly recursive flows given in [l]. 
However, there is an alternative way how weakly recursive flows lead to Wronskian PDE’s. 
Consider the differential ideal generated by the coefficients of the characteristic operator for 
some weakly recursive flow. Then an element of d(x, t, s) is said to be a generic quantity for that 
characteristic operator if it generates the same differential ideal. 
EXAMPLE 3. Observe that u = (ms - szz)/(2J is a generic quantity for the charac- 
teristic operator of the weakly recursive flow stt = (1/2s)(sf + 1) and that (sz2/s2) - (2szz)/s is 
a generic quantity for the characteristic operator of st = SD-‘(s-l). If u is a generic quantity for 
the characteristic operator 0 of some weakly recursive flow of order N, then the PDE ut = 0 is 
of Wronskian type of order N. In particular, the equations (ms - szt)/(2dw)t = 0 and 
(<so2/s2) - (2s,z)/s), = 6 are Wronskian PDE’s. As a result, one can see that there are many 
Wronskian PDE’s related to recursive flows. 
2. CAUCHY PROBLEMS FOR NONLINEAR WRONSKIAN PDE’S 
Consider now the partial differential equation F(s, . . . , stS,+,,, , . . . , stsM,tsM) = 0 and assume 
that it is of Nth order Wronskian. We want to give solutions for two different initial-boundary 
value problems for this equation. 
2.1. Non-Characteristic Cauchy Problem 
We want to find s(x,t) such that s satisfies the given PDE, subject to the following initial 
conditions: 
l A curve I? = F(b) = {(r(b),r(c)) I u E P arameter space} is given in the (x, t)-plane such 
that r’(cr) # 0 for all 6. 
l Cauchy data are given on the curve F which are “suficiently rich” to allow the unique 
determination of all the x- and t-derivatives of s on the curve F itself. By this we mean 
that enough x- and t-derivatives on the curve I’ are assigned such that all the others can 
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be uniquely determined by use of the PDE itself and by use of those linear relations, such 
as su = u,s, +utst, which one can deduce by taking the u-derivatives of the Cauchy data 
on F. 
We observe that if the PDE is of Wronskian type, then we can solve this Cauchy problem 
solely in terms of linear ordinary differential equations: 
METHOD 1. By means of the given Cauchy data, compute all E- and t-derivatives for s 
on F up to order (N+ 1). S ince the differential equation is Wronskian of order N, we can 
find a linear representation G’ttJ(N+i) = ~~~~ a,,(t)&, on I’. Here s’= (s, s,, . . . , s,)N)~. 
This representation can be determined by linear algebra. Now, solve along each fixed line 
z = [ the ordinary differential equation sts(N+i) = Czzz a,(t)s,s, with known initial 
values s, st, . . . , sN on the intersection of that line with r. Denote the solution obtained 
this way as s(t,<). Th en, taking these solutions for all <, and replacing < by z, we have a 
solution of the original PDE for the given Cauchy data. 
However, it should be remarked that the coefficients in the ODE above may depend on t 
in such a way that an explicit solution for the Cauchy problem on the curve F cannot be 
given. This difficulty can be overcome if we consider, instead, the following problem. 
2.2. Characteristic Cauchy Problem 
Fix x0 and to and give “sufficiently rich” Cauchy data on the two lines x = xc and 
t = to, i.e., the condition above must be fulfilled on both lines. Moreover, we require that 
the Cauchy data are compatible in the point (xc, to). 
If the PDE is of Wronskian type, then we find the explicit solution by: 
METHOD 2. Using the Cauchy data, compute all z-derivatives up to s,$(N+~) along the 
line z = to. Then, because the equation is assumed to be Wronskian of order N, there must 
be a representation: +N+i) = czzf;” an(t)&,,, where s’is given as before. Consider the 
same ODE as before in Method 1. Although its coefficients are t-dependent, we already 
know a complete basis for its solutions, namely 
{s(t,x = xO),&$l(t,x = xO),SzQZ(t,x = x0>, . . ..Sz$N(trx = x0)). 
Since s(x, t),for any fixed x, has to fulfill the ordinary differential equation above, we then 
find that s(x, t) is a linear combination over the elements of this basis, i.e., s(x, t) admits 
a representation s(t,x) = CEzf &(x)stsn(t, x = x0). In order to find the coefficients &,, 
we take the t-derivatives of this equation computed along the line t = to. Thus, we 
have to solve the linear system stSn(to,x) = C~$Pn(x)st~n,rsn(t = t0,x = x0) where 
n= 0 , . . . , N. Inserting finally the /3,(x) into the representation for s(t, x), we obtain the 
explicit solution of the general problem. 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the Cauchy data s(O,x) = j(x) and s(t,O) = g(t) for (1.2). These 
data have to fulfill the compatibility condition a := f(0) = g(0). By integration with 
respect to t, we obtain st = sgtg-’ + sDgls-‘, where DO1 stands for integration from 
0 to x. Following the steps of Method 2, one finds, by use of the Cauchy data on the 
line 2 = 0, stt = {(gt/g)2 + (gt/g)t}s. We know that s(t,O) = g(t) and s=(t,O) must be 
solutions of this equation. Using the original equation and the Cauchy data, we determine 
the latter solution to be gl(t) := g(t) soi g-‘(T) dr. H ence, the general solution must be of 
the form s(t, x) = ,&(x)g(t) + /&(x)g(t) Jot gS2(7) do. Computing from here st(t, x), and 
evaluating at t = 0, we find st(t, 0) = flo(x)gt(O) + /31(x)/a; hence, /30(x) = ~-if(x) and 
pi(x) = at(x) J: fS2(<) 4. This finally yields the general solution 
s(t, x) = f(x)g(t) 
a 
+ af(x)g(t) /‘P(7) q f-w 4. 
0 0 
Observe that the substitution s = exp(h) transforms (2) into the Liouville equation h,t = 
-2h. Hence, substitution in the general solution (2) must yield the well-known general 
zolution for the Liouville equation (see [6] or [7]). 
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EXAMPLE 5. Let us give another example, which is more involved than the Liouville 
equation. Take (5), an equation playing a role in the soliton theory of the mKdV, and 
prescribe the Cauchy data s(O,z) = f(z), s(t,O) = g(t) together with the compatibility 
condition a0 := f(0) = g(0). Integrating from 0 to 2, we obtain for ‘p := gt/g, st = 
s(p+ sD,‘s-~~= 2. Differentiation with respect to t, integration by parts, and use 
of (5) leads to the associated linear equation sit = s(pt+s/(2p”)-s/(2g2)+1/(2s)+s~/(2s). 
From here, one further t-differentiation leads to stft = 2stU + sU, where 
U= ( 1 1 ‘pt + s’p2 - 2g2 > ( Stt 1 1 = g: -___ 2 g2 2g2 > . g (7) 
This equation indeed shows that (5) is Wronskian of order 2. From the prescribed Cauchy 
data, we find a basis of the solution space for the associated linear equation. The first 
solution, obviously, must be g itself. Computation of first and second z-derivatives on the 
boundary line t = 0 yields further solutions 
g1 (t) := g(t) sin 
(I’%) 
and gz(t) := g(t) cos 
and the general solution is s(z, t) = Po(z)g(t)+pl(z)gl(t)+&(z)g2(t) for suitable j3’s. To 
find these, we have to determine the t-derivatives of s on the line t = 0. We abbreviate for 
known data ak := gt$k(O) and introduce fl(z) := st(t = O,z), and f2(z) := stt(t = 0,~). 
These have to be determined by known data. Observe that fk(0) = ak. Evaluation 
of the integrated form of (5) at t = 0 gives fl(z) = al + f(z)F(z), where F(z) = 
S: f W2&f CO2 - fd02 @. F ur th er evaluation of (5) at t = 0 produces 
f22(s) = (2 - g$ - &) f(z) + & + g. 
0 0 
Finally, taking at t = 0 the first three t-derivatives of s expressed by the p’s, we obtain 
the linear system 
f(x) = Po(z)ao + Pz(z)ao, 
fl(Z) = Po(z)a1 + PZ(,),l + &(,)a0 
-1 
, 
fz(z) = Po(z)Qz + Pz(z)az - P2(+Jo-3, 
where only the p’s are unknown. This system is easily solved and delivers the complete 
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